of vertices of G by V, the set of edges by E, the number IVI of vertices by p, and the number IEI of edges by q. Also if an edge e is incident to a vertex v, we write v e. Any undefined graph-theoretical terminology used here may be found in [10] . Ha(r) and/a (r) when r is a negative integer.
The next theorem tells us the significance of these numbers. The Anand-Dumir-Gupta conjecture. Let H,(r) be the number of n X n matrices of nonnegative integers summing to r in every row and column. Anand, Dumir, nd Gupta [2] conjectured that H,(r) is a polynomial in r of degree (n 1) satisfying H(-1) H (--2) H(-n -1) 0 and H(r) (--1)n-lH(--n r). [1] , [15] , [18] , and [19] . In particular, in [19] , H(r) is computed for n _ 6 assuming the validity of the Anand-Dumir-Gupta conjecture. However, the sketched proof in [19] Note that H*a(r) is also equal to the number of ways of labeling the vertices and edges of G with nonnegative integers such that the sum of the label of any vertex together with the labels of all edges incident to that vertex is r. Some other aspects of such labelings were considered by Kotzig and Rosa [13] .
The Carlitz conjecture. Let S(r) be the number of symmetric n X n matrices of nonnegative integers summing to r in every row (and hence in every column).
L. Carlitz [5] x' x:' so that (7) my be rewritten
In this section and the next we shall prove two fundamental results concerning the form of the generating function F(x) (Theorems 2.5 and 3.9). We need for the first of these results one additional concept. such that n(q pa) and n(q7 p'a) are N-combinations of ,, .
Hence nn.(qqn pq pq)a is an N-combination of ,, ,/, and the proof follows by induction.
We now come to the main result of this section. 
where the M are free finitely-generated -graded R-modules. If N is -graded R-module, let N. denote the homogeneous component of N corresponding to . Thus N. has the structure of a vector space over K. Since (9) is -graded, i.e., the homomorphisms are of degree 0, the exact sequence (9) induces exact sequences
--i. 
11.1]).
3. The Elliott-MacMahon algorithm. We now wish to prove that Ha(r) Pa(r) -}-(-1)rQa(r) for all r @ N. We have shown that the generating function Fa (1, 1, . .., 1, y) of (14) , which we will abbreviate as Fa(y) Fa (1, 1, We know from (2) and (3) (8) corresponding to a system (4).
We shall complete our proofs by an analysis of this algorithm.
We proceed to describe the Elliott-MacMahon algorithm or the EM-algorithm for short. Elliott [6] (15) . Such a tree must be finite; so the algorithm indeed terminates. A crude upper bound for the number of steps is, 1 -k 3 35 -k -k 3w-l, where w is the weight of as expressed in (15), i.e., w is the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of the forms P1, P of (4).
We can now read off the generating function F(x) directly from (17) . In any term q-l/(1 A) (1 B ,'x , then it holds for 1 x'+',. /x "/. But this follows from the linearity property P, (a ) P, (a) q-P, (). We now wish to analyze the EYl-algorithm in further detail. We first require some preliminary discussion. In general, standard notation and terminology from combinatorial topology will be employed; confer, e.g., [8] . We shall also use, however, some terminology of our own, as follows.
By a nonnegative integral polyhedral cone or NIP-cone, for short, in R' we mean a set of nonnegative integer vectors in R', including the origin, such that the convex hull of is a polyhedral cone (in the usual sense) for which every integer vector in is in . Observe that the ll-solutions of a system (4) of linear homogeneous equations with integer coefficients form an NIP-cone in is said to be t-dimensional if the vector space over R spanned by has dimension t (equivalently, the rank of the free abelian group generated by is t Proo]. Let f be the total number of (i 1)-simplices in r, and let be the total number of (i 1)-simplices in 1 contained in 05). Thus ] 1, ] Let x(5)) (respectively x(05))) denote the Euler characteristic of 5) (respectively 05)). Now 5) since >_ 1. Thus as is well known x (5)
Remartc. The assumption in Lemmu 3,2 that >_ 1 (or equivalently that 5) ) is not merely a matter of pedantic rigor. We shall see in the proof of Corollary 3.10 that ,the failure of the Euler characteristic formula for 5) explains the failure of Theorem Conjecture. If A is a triangulation into lattice cones of the NIP-c0ne C of all N-solutions to the system (4), it is easy to see that every fundamentalsolution a to (4) is a generator of some 2 A (otherwise x" would not appear in the expansion of the right-hand side of (23)). We conjecture that A can, be chosen so that every generator of every 2 A is a fundamental solution to (4 
